
In “An Act laying duties upon Carriages for the conveyance
of Persons” (I Stat. 373, June 5, 1794), Congress enacted
a highly-controversial Duty on horse-drawn carriages.

Duties on carriages had been laid before, in the 1789
revenue Act (I Stat. 24) covered earlier (see Beacon II:7).
In the 1789 Act, only carriages imported into the United
States were affected — a 15% ad valorem Duty was laid
upon "every coach, chariot or other four wheel carriage,
and on every chaise, solo, or other two wheel carriage, or
parts thereof " imported into the United States from any
foreign port.  Once importation of the carriage (or parts)
occurred, no further Duty was owed.

The 1794 Act, however, laid yearly Duties.  Section 1
read:

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That there shall be levied,
collected and paid, upon all carriages for the
conveyance of persons, which shall be kept by or for
any person, for his or her own use, or to be let out to
hire, or for the conveying of passengers, the several
duties and rates following, to wit: For and upon every
coach, the yearly sum of ten dollars; — for and upon
every chariot, the yearly sum of eight dollars; — for
and upon every phaeton and coachee, six dollars; —
for and upon every other four wheel, and every two
wheel top carriage, two dollars; — and upon every
other two wheel carriage, one dollar. Provided always,
That nothing herein contained shall be construed to
charge with a duty, any carriage usually and chiefly
employed in husbandry, or for the transporting or
carrying of goods, wares, merchandise, produce or
commodities."

Section 3 imposed a responsibility upon the owner of
any such carriage to make entry with the officer of
inspection and to pay the Duty, reading:

"And be it further enacted, That every person
having or keeping a carriage or carriages, which, by
this act, is or are made subject to the payment of duty,
shall, within the month of September in each year,
make entry of the same with the officer of inspection of
the district, in which he or she shall reside, and pay the
duty thereon: And such entry shall be in writing,
subscribed by the owner of such carriage or carriages,
and shall describe each by its proper denomination
and number of wheels. And, for the purpose of
receiving such entry and payment, it shall be the duty
of the supervisor of the district, or of some officer of
inspection, to attend, within the month of September in
each year, at one of the most public and convenient
places in each county, within their respective districts,
and to give public notice, at least one month previous
to such day, of the time and place of such attendance.
And if any person, having or keeping a carriage or
carriages, charged with a duty or duties by this act,
shall neglect or omit to bring, or send and deliver such
list thereof, at or within any monthly period aforesaid,
in manner above mentioned, or to pay the duty or
duties thereupon payable, he or she shall, for every
such neglect or omission, forfeit and pay a sum equal
to the duty or duties payable upon the said carriage or
carriages, in addition to the said duty or duties."

Many legal theorists of the day considered the raising
of revenue on items of ownership (or, to less extent, on
their use) not an indirect Duty (Excise), but a direct Tax.

James Madison "objected to this tax on carriages as an
unconstitutional tax; and, as an unconstitutional
measure…would vote against it"1 (which he did when it
came to a vote in the House of Representatives where he
was a member 2).
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Duties, Imposts and Excises were generally
considered to be types of government revenue which
affected people indirectly upon their expense.  Duties
were primarily laid upon imported goods (as Imposts).
To the extent Duties were imposed upon domestic
items, seldom were they thought to extend beyond the
manufacture or purchase of an item to the item itself.

In the 1794 Act, however, the proposed Duty was
being imposed annually on all carriages for the
conveyance of persons.  Only carts employed in farming
and in the hauling of goods were exempted.

The Constitution requires only the rule of uniformity
when dealing with Duties (Imposts and Excises).

If Congress sought to collect revenue uniformly on
property requiring apportionment, it would be
unlawful, even if the Tax were called by another name
(i.e., a Duty or Excise).

With such controversy (what type of property
required apportionment when Taxed), it did not take
long for the constitutionality of this revenue Act to be
tried in Court, the first legislative Act to be so
challenged.

During the February term in 1796, the supreme
Court “decided” a case 3 against Virginian Daniel Hylton
who had refused to make entry of his carriage(s) on the
rolls or pay the Duty imposed by the Act.

Government officials argued both sides of the case
— on the constitutionality of Congress seeking to raise
annual revenue (without apportionment) on carriages
used for the conveyance of persons.  Arguing in favor of
Hylton and against the Act were Alexander Campbell,
the U. S. Attorney for the Virginia District (who
originally instituted this action of debt against Hylton at
the circuit Court level!) and Jared Ingersoll, the Attorney
General of Pennsylvania.

Arguing against Hylton and in support for the law
as enacted by Congress were Charles Lee, Attorney
General of the United States and the late Secretary of
the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton.

James Wilson, William Cushing, James Iredell,
William Paterson, and Samuel Chase were the five
Justices then sitting on the bench.  Cushing, being
"prevented, by indisposition, from attending to the
argument", did not give an opinion on the case.4

Oliver Ellseworth was commissioned as Chief
Justice on March 4 th, 1796.  Ellseworth and the other
five Judges properly constituted the supreme Court as
prescribed by the September 24, 1789 Judiciary Act 5,

(Section 1) "any four of whom shall be a quorum".
Ellseworth declined taking part in the decision, having
only been "sworn into office, in the morning; but not
having heard the whole of the argument".6

Judge 7 Chase wrote the first of the three opinions
written by the Court (in the serial style of the day;
Justices Paterson and Iredell wrote their own opinions
following Chase).

Chase's baseline position against holding the Duty
as a direct Tax was:

"It appears to me, that a tax on carriages cannot
be laid by the rule of apportionment, without very
great inequality and injustice." 8

Writing his opinion, Paterson comments that:

"It was, however, obviously the intention of the
framers of the Constitution, that Congress should
possess full power over every species of taxable
property, except exports." 9

Paterson's comment that “Congress should possess
full power over every species of taxable property” while
true, is certainly misleading.  The restricted nature of
Paterson's words are less apparent than those written
next by Iredell:

"if it cannot be apportioned, it must necessarily
be uniform" 10 because "the Congress possess the
power of taxing all taxable objects, without limitation,
with the particular exception of a duty on exports".11

Worded this way, that the power of Congress
includes "the power of taxing all taxable objects…" the
redundant use of various forms of Tax is clearly evident.
Such wording is nothing more than an ignoble attempt
to mislead the unsuspecting into thinking that Congress
has the power to "tax all objects" (without exception,
other than exports) without actually stating so.
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3.  Hylton v. U. S., 3 U. S. 171 (3 Dallas 171)

4.  3 U. S. 171 @ 184.

5.  I Stat. 73.

6.  3 U. S. 171 @ 172.

7.  Some people may think referring to a Justice of the supreme
Court as "Judge" is disrespectful, if not improper.  Though Article I,
Section 3, Clause 6 refers to the "Chief Justice" as such, Article III,
Section 1 of the Constitution refers to "Judges", as does Art. II:2:2.
The Beacon of Liberty will use the terms Justice and Judge
interchangeably.

Likewise, many people may think writing "supreme Court" as is
written in the Constitution (Art. I:8:9; Art. II:2:2, Art. III, Section 1
[twice]; Art. III:2:2 [twice]), is disrespectful.  These same people yet
write "citizens" in legal writings without capitalization, when the
Constitution states "Citizen" (Art. I:2:2; Art. I:3:3; Art. II:1:5
[twice]; Art. III:2:1 [five times]; and Art. IV:2:1 [twice].  If
capitalization is unimportant, which perhaps it is, why is the
"Supreme Court" always given more respect and "citizens" less?

8.  3 U. S. 171, @ 174.

9.  Ibid, pg. 176.

10.  Ibid, pg. 183.

11.  Ibid, pg. 181.



Legally, Paterson and Iredell only wrote that Congress
has the power to Tax where Congress has the power to Tax.
Implying that Congress has nearly unfettered power to Tax
is certainly not unlawful, but neither is it becoming of a
supreme Court Judge.

Laying a direct Tax upon items not well-dispersed
throughout each of the States leads to varying rates of Tax
upon those objects.  This is because the total amount of
Taxes raised in each State is dependent upon the numbers
of apportioned persons in each State, not the items Taxed.

Only when apportioned Taxes are laid as a capitation
Tax (on each person at a set rate) will apportioned Taxes
also be uniform throughout each of the States.

When apportioned Taxes are laid on any item or
property, the rate will necessarily vary from State to State
because the total revenue in each State is determined by
population, but then laid on items other than population.

This inherent fluctuation in the rate of Tax (dependent
upon which State the item was found in), was seen by the
Court, not as a means to discourage Congress from
reaching those items, but as a reason Congress could ignore
the rule!

In other words, the Court said that apportionment was
not applicable when it could not be easily-implemented.
The more difficult the rule, then, the less it was a rule!  By
such reasoning, only rules which are without complications
are rules which Congress must follow!

Though the statement that "Congress has the power
to tax all taxable objects" is a fair statement of Congress'
authority, any attempt to stretch it beyond its proper
limits is prohibited by the words and structure of the
Constitution.

As the rules of logic dictate, if one accepts the premise,
then one cannot contest its logical conclusion.  If one
accepts the premise that Congress has virtually unlimited
power to raise revenue (except on exports), then one
cannot fault the logic that if not one type of revenue, then
it must be another.

The concept that Congress has unlimited power in any
instance is antithetical to the whole structure and concept
of the Constitution, however.  Obviously, the Court could
not then blatantly propose a concept so adverse to the
ideals of the Constitution.  Thus, the Justice's purpose of
strictly-limiting their statements to Congress having the
power (only) to "tax all taxable objects".

Though the framers intended that Congress should
possess adequate power to perform any task assigned to
them, it is clear that not every task was assigned.  With
regards to Taxation, they certainly were empowered with
adequate power, but that does not imply that every species
of property was able to be Taxed (certainly not on a regular
basis [exports, of course, always excepted]).

The Constitution, after all, was ratified precisely
because of the failure of the requisition system of the
Articles of Confederation (which was readily ignored by
many States with relative impunity).

It is true that apportionment is much more difficult of
a process to follow than simply making a Duty uniform in
one State, the same rate as every other State.  That
apportioned Taxes have been laid in only three early
periods of American history attests to their intricate nature.

However, that the rule of apportionment was the only
rule twice listed in the main body of the Constitution
should also give an idea of its importance.  Repetition gives
evidence of importance and does not mean that the first
Court to hear a case involving this issue should summarily
dismiss the rule, just because it is difficult to follow !

Just because apportionment is involved does not make
it irrelevant.  A rule is not a rule if it can be ignored when
its intended consequences occur.

The Court used precious little logic or sound legal
reasoning to show why the Duty was not a Tax.  If one
refutes their inferred premise that Congress has unfettered
authority to Tax, their argument supporting a uniform
Duty crumbles for lack of any other basis.  No serious
attempt sought to discuss what was Taxable property, other
than an acknowledgment that exports were not.

The Court completely ignored the concept that
apportionment was instituted to protect Citizens of their
property while yet maintaining the authority of Congress
to raise necessary revenue in extraordinary cases.

The Court also ignored that apportionment protected
sources of State revenue (making sure that Congress left a
revenue source for the States to tax).

A uniform Duty upon an item raises money equitably
upon that item, but that is not the only consideration.
The distribution of that item is also important.

That it could prove patently unjust to lay a uniform Tax
on items not universally located throughout the States is
precisely the reason for the rule of apportionment.
Apportionment protected both the States and individual
Citizens having unequal distributions of property from
excessive federal government Taxation.
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If there had been no requirement for apportionment
(but the Congress were expressly allowed to Tax real
property) Congress could Tax every acre of ground at a set
rate.  The distribution of land was not uniform
throughout all the United States, of course.  The South
had large tracts of land, many of which were unimproved
and unproductive.  The North had far fewer total acres.

Citizens of the South also owned large numbers of
slaves.  Few slaves were yet owned in the 1780's by
Citizens in the North.

Barring other mechanisms of protection 12, without
apportionment, the South would be exposed to paying
large shares of any Taxes laid uniformly on land or slaves.

In protection against such activities, apportionment of
all direct Taxes was
mandated.

The wealthy South
was the dominant
player in the era of
formation of the
Constitution and
carried with it a strong
negotiating position.

Compare State
census figures from the
chart at right:  In
1790, 293,369 free
persons along with
100,572 apportioned
slaves were resident in
North Carolina, which consisted of 31,193,600 acres.
Massachusetts had 378,717 people (with no slaves) and
only 5,146,240 acres.

If the Constitution had allowed revenue to be raised
uniformly on acreage, in a comparison between only these
two States, North Carolina would have paid 85% and
Massachusetts only 15%.

With regard to slaves, North Carolina would pay
100% and Massachusetts none.

By any direct Tax, however, because of apportionment,
Citizens in North Carolina and Massachusetts would pay
cumulative totals of ~50% by State because each State had
nearly equivalent numbers of apportioned persons.

If Georgia would have been subject to a uniform
land Tax prior to ceding her western lands in 1802, she
would have been subject to more than one-third of all
revenue raised uniformly on land in the entire Union,
even though only 2% of the population lived there!
Even after such cession, Georgia still would have been
required to pay 18% of all Taxes laid uniformly on land.
Such methods would have provided little incentive for
the Southern States to join a Union where their property
and interests were not protected from undue burden to
the whole.

Nowhere was it universally-stated by the framers that
only Taxes on land and slaves were required to be
apportioned.  As a store of wealth, the particular type of
property does not necessarily matter, it is the concept of
property which needs protection.  That property be
protected as a rule was more important than to merely
protect two 15 specific forms of property.
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Square 
Miles

% State to 
Union State Whites

Free 
Blacks Total Free Slaves13

Apportioned 
Population

% State to 
Union

9,031 2.2% New Hampshire 141,111 630 141,741 158 141,899 3.9%
8,041 2.0% Massachusetts 373,254 5,463 378,717 0 378,717 10.4%
1,067 0.3% Rhode Island 64,689 3,469 68,158 952 69,110 1.9%
4,820 1.2% Connecticut 232,581 2,801 235,382 2,759 238,141 6.5%

47,652 11.8% New York 314,142 4,654 318,796 21,324 340,120 9.3%
7,514 1.9% New Jersey 169,954 2,762 172,716 11,423 184,139 5.1%

44,832 11.1% Pennsylvania 424,099 6,537 430,636 3,737 434,373 11.9%
1,965 0.5% Delaware 46,310 3,899 50,209 8,887 59,096 1.6%
9,999 2.5% Maryland 208,649 8,043 216,692 103,036 319,728 8.8%

64,284 15.9% Virginia 442,115 12,766 454,881 293,427 748,308 20.6%
48,740 12.0% North Carolina 288,204 4,975 293,179 100,572 393,751 10.8%
30,495 7.5% South Carolina 140,178 1,801 141,979 107,094 249,073 6.8%

145,196 35.8% Georgia14 52,886 398 53,284 29,264 82,548 2.3%
405,497 100.0% Totals 2,898,172 58,198 2,956,370 682,633 3,639,003 100.0%

1790 Land Area 1790 Population

13.  Apportioned slaves.

14.  Georgia contained only 58,725 square miles after giving up
claims to her Western lands to the United States in 1802.

15.  If slavery had been the only type of property specifically
protected by apportionment, then this would be understandable.  That
property contrary to the laws of nature and justice needed special
government protection for its continued existence would make sense.
Absent special protection, such practices would eventually fall to
those immutable laws.  Thus, people supporting slavery would
bargain to the extent of any clout they had to protect it against the
inevitable future when they would have none.

Chart compiled from: Historical Statistics of the United States,
Colonial Times to 1970, 93 rd Congress, 1 st Session, House Doc.
No. 93-78, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
Number of square Miles of Land, see Page 39, Series A 210 -263.

Population figures: 7 th Census — U. S. Serial Set, #686, House Misc.
Document, 32 nd Congress, 2 nd Session, Appendix, pg IX, 1853.

12.  Other protections are possible, of course, such as caps.
Article I, Section 9, Clause 1 expressly prevents Congress from
prohibiting the importation of slaves prior to 1808, but allows a
Tax or Duty "not exceeding ten dollars" to be laid upon the
importation of any slave.



That land is specifically acknowledged by all parties
to come under the rule of apportionment makes a fair
case on the extension to other types of property.
Personal property is not so unlike real property
(immobility and as a primary source of wealth aside)
that the two necessarily have different rules associated
with them when Taxed — both are assets which may be
accumulated over time.

Accumulated wealth, however, is wholly different
from wealth not yet owned.  The primary difference
between accumulated and future wealth is that it is easy
to refrain from purchasing items deemed too expensive,
in part due to the imposition of a high Duty.

Duties, Imposts, Excises are therefore inherently
self-limiting — if the rates of imposition are raised too
high, the amount of total revenue generally falls with
the resultant drop in trade, even after factoring in a
higher rate.

Taxing accumulated wealth has no inherent
limitation except 100% confiscation — those of great
wealth are always at the mercy of the tax-man (the
nationalizing of property being the logical extension of
any Tax).  Thus is the theoretical necessity for added
protection of apportionment when direct Taxes are laid
on any property (already owned).

Damage done to the Constitution by the Hylton
ruling was far worse than any damage to the pocket-
books of those who happened to own carriages.  Just as
tarnishing was the poor reflection upon the dignity of
the Court itself, as discussed more fully below (the
history of this case is even more troubling than the
actual "ruling").

From the citation of the case, Hylton v. U. S., one
notices that Hylton is first mentioned, in the position
reserved for the Plaintiff (-in-Error [Appellant]).  From
such listing, it is evident Hylton was no longer simply
defending against a charge brought on by the United
States.  Before getting into the final disposition of the
case, a brief study of its history is beneficial.

Daniel Hylton was initially tried in the middle
circuit Court with failure to enter his chariot(s) on the
rolls and pay the Duty.  Thus, as a Defendant, he only
had to defend against the charge.  

In Court, Hylton plead nil debet ; that he owes "no
debt" or he "owes nothing", the standard plea then in
any action of debt.  

Hylton foolishly waived his express right to a jury
trial (thus negating any possibility of jury nullification).

Both the prosecution and Hylton agreed to the
"facts" of the case, which were stipulated to be:

"That the Defendant, on the 5 th of June, 1794,
and therefrom to the last day of September
following, owned, possessed, and kept, 125 chariots
for the conveyance of persons, and no more: that
the chariots were kept exclusively for the
Defendant's own private use, and not to let out to
hire, or for the conveyance of persons for hire: and
that the Defendant had notice according to the act of
Congress, entitled 'An act laying duties upon carriages
for the conveyance of persons,' but that he omitted
and refused to make an entry of the said chariots,
and to pay the duties thereupon, as in and by the
said recited law is required, alledging that the said
law was unconstitutional and void. If the court
adjudged the Defendant to be liable to pay the tax
and fine for not doing so, and for not entering the
carriages, then judgment shall be entered for the
Plaintiff for 2000 dollars, to be discharged by the
payment of 16 dollars, the amount of the duty and
penalty; otherwise that judgment be entered for the
Defendant." 16

The "facts" of the case should look troubling even
at first glance.  The stipulation that Hylton's "125"
chariots were "kept exclusively for the Defendant's own
private use, and not to let out to hire" sounds
implausible, even by today's excessive standards.

One should realize that carriages were chosen for
annual Duties, indirectly because of their limited
number, being items of relative luxury.  The Act laying
Duties upon Carriages was seen primarily as a method
to "tax the rich" and exempt the common man (those
of less means had only utilitarian, farm-related carts [if
that], which were specifically exempted).

While it may seem possible that Hylton owned 125
chariots, certainly they could not all be for his own
private use.  It would also be unlikely that Hylton
owned 125 carriages of the same type.

Perhaps it would be thought that stipulating that
carriages were not let for hire could have been an
attempt to verify Congress' ability to lay a Duty on a
personal property, rather than only business property.

Government action routinely separates personal
activity from business.  Thus, activities for-hire often
have government oversight whereas the same activity in
a personal setting has less or none.

With the stipulation of private use, a court win for
the government would show that all carriages for the
conveyance of persons were liable to the Duty, not only
business-related carriages.

Unfortunately, such a relatively-benign and possibly
even common test method was not the reason for doing
so (at least it was not the primary concern).  The
stipulation so endorsed was as great of farce as the
Court's opinion was inadequate at law.
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A 1798 Treasury Report 17 (see chart below) details
that 764 chariots were entered on the rolls in the entire
United States in 1796.  With only 332 chariots entered
in all of Virginia, the likelihood that Hylton owned 125
(in 1794) is minuscule.  

Each chariot was assessed a Duty by the 1794 Act in
the sum of eight dollars; lack of payment was to result in
the penalty of "a sum equal to the duty or duties payable
upon the said carriage", or another eight dollars.

The total amount of Duty and penalty for a single
chariot then was $16.  The Duty and penalty of $16 for
each chariot multiplied by the stated 125 chariots comes
up to the $2,000 quoted in the stipulation, the amount
which judgment was to be "entered for the plaintiff" 18 if
the Defendant was found guilty.

After reading the stipulation that "judgment shall be
entered for the Plaintiff for 2000 dollars", one reads that
the judgment is "to be discharged by the payment of 16
dollars, the amount of the duty and penalty".

The phrase "judgment shall be entered…for 2,000
dollars" but "discharged by…16 dollars" stands out as
unusual and confusing.  Anomolies provide the first clue
that things are amiss, necessitating further investigation
to learn the whole story.

The stipulation specifies that $16 is the "amount of
the duty and penalty”.  This  is the amount detailed by
the Act to be the amount of duty and penalty for one
chariot.

The stipulation, then, all but admits Hylton owned
but one chariot, even though it directly states that he
"owned, possessed, and kept, 125 chariots for the
conveyance of persons, and no more".

A look elsewhere provides clues to help settle this
discrepancy.  The Judiciary Act of 1789 "An Act to
establish the Judicial Courts of the United States" (I
Stat. 73) details the jurisdiction of the supreme Court.

In Section 22 of the Act, Congress provides for the
appellate 19 jurisdiction of the supreme Court (emphasis
added, Publisher):

"where the matter in dispute exceeds the sum or
value of two thousand dollars, exclusive of costs".

With the actual value in dispute a mere $16, neither
the supreme Court ($2,000+ threshold) nor even the
circuit Court ($500+ original/$50+ appellate jurisdiction)
had any actual ability to hear the (appeal of the)
controversy without special authority from Congress,
barring any other legal means to hear the case.  Of
course, if the 1789 Judiciary Act (or any amendment)
had provided additional means for the supreme Court to
hear the case, there would have been no reason for
falsehoods to be stipulated as "facts".

The purpose for the false stipulation of facts (that
the Defendant owned 125 chariots causing a $2,000
liability) would be to reach the minimum threshold level
for appellate review by the supreme Court.  A $2,000
liability, however, did not even meet the express terms of
the Judiciary Act requiring a valuation over $2,000.
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as great of farce as the Court's opinion

was inadequate at law.

17.  American State Papers, Finance Series, Volume I, Report
# 129, pg 557 @ 565, Statement V.

18.  At the lower Court level, the Plaintiff was the United States.

19.  Article III, Section 2, Clause 2 of the Constitution gives
Congress the power to make
"exceptions" to the supreme
Court's Appellate jurisdiction
— here Congress exempted
from appellate review
controversies valued at
$2,000 or less.

Due to the 1789 Judicial
Act, it would thus take
specific authorization by
Congress for the supreme
Court to hear a 1796
controversy with a value of
$2,000 or less.  Without
authority to hear the
controversy, the supreme
Court would be powerless to
give a judicial opinion with
authority.

Section 11 of the 1789 Judiciary Act required that the value in
dispute exceed $500 for a case to begin at the circuit Court level
(original cognizance):  Section 22 required over a $50 value for
appellate review by the circuit Court from the district Courts.

District            
(Territories omitted)

Coaches 
at $10

Chariots 
at $8

Phaetons 
at $6

Coachees 
at $6

Other 4-
wheel 

carriages 
at $2

Two-wheel 
top 

carriages 
at $2

Other 2-
wheel 

carriages 
at $1

Amount of 
Duties

% District 
to Union

New Hampshire 2 6 5 9 2 377 17 $927.00 2.3%
Massachusetts 14 49 32 16 94 2,620 147 $6,395.00 15.7%
Rhode Island 3 5 4 10 4 351 69 $933.00 2.3%
Connecticut 1 2 9 1 54 642 579 $2,057.00 5.1%
New York 26 66 83 97 99 168 1272 $3,674.00 9.0%
New Jersey 2 12 17 28 651 552 933 $3,725.00 9.2%
Pennsylvania 27 37 43 177 160 616 118 $3,556.00 8.7%
Delaware 1 5 11 7 28 700 95 $1,710.00 4.2%
Maryland 12 136 71 140 41 1,250 292 $5,348.00 13.1%
Virginia 16 332 138 173 246 225 1533 $7,153.00 17.6%
North Carolina 1 21 49 50 25 47 901 $1,817.00 4.5%
South Carolina 41 88 49 43 17 287 860 $3,134.00 7.7%
Georgia 1 5 7 5 6 30 85 $279.00 0.7%
Totals 147 764 518 756 1,427 7,865 6,901 $40,708.00 100.0%

Annual Duties on Carriages ending September 30th, 1796

Quorum Requirements 



Wilson, the fourth and final Judge to hear argument,
did not give an opinion.  His entire statement read:

"As there were only four Judges, including
myself, who attended the argument of this cause, I
should have thought it proper to join in the decision,
though I had before expressed a judicial opinion on
the subject, in the Circuit Court of Virginia, did not the
unanimity of the other three Judges, relieve me from
the necessity. I shall now, however, only add, that my
sentiments, in favor of the constitutionality of the tax
in question, have not changed." 20

Wilson's words are the most carefully-crafted of the
four Judges hearing the cause.

After reading the entire paragraph, the idea
remaining in one's mind is that Wilson agreed with the
other three Judges.  Yet Wilson did not write an opinion
stating so; in fact, he did not write an opinion at all.
Wilson writes "I should have thought it proper to join in
the decision" acknowledging that he did not join in the
decision (either for or against).

Wilson discusses two separate topics; the first about
it being proper for him "to join in the decision" and
then about his relief from the "necessity" of doing so.

Looking at the second topic first, Wilson infers that
"the unanimity of the other three Judges" relieved him
"from the necessity" of expressing a judicial opinion.

If Wilson had ruled against Hylton, he would have
added to their unanimity (4:0).  Had Wilson ruled in
favor of Hylton, the other three would have overruled
him (3:1).  Thus, his ruling either way would not have
changed the majority-rule outcome against Hylton (as
long as he gave an opinion).

It is in this sense only that his comment that his
ruling was unnecessary could attempt to be justified.  His
additional comment that his "sentiments, in favor of the
tax in question, have not changed" is irrelevant in that he
did not give a judicial opinion of the matter.

Wilson's unchanging sentiments refers to when he
earlier acted as primary Judge of the circuit Court which
heard Hylton's case.  Wilson there ruled against Hylton.
Given that the Court Reporter’s syllabus stated that the
circuit Court was “equally divided” 21, one can infer that
the remaining Judge ruled in favor of Hylton.

Presiding over the circuit Courts was one of the jobs
of the supreme Court Judges who "rode circuit", individ-
ually traveling to the various circuits to hear original-
jurisdiction cases or the appeals of minor cases from the
district Courts. The three-Judge circuit Court consisted
of two supreme Court Justices and one local district
Court Judge, any two 22 of whom constituted a quorum.

An initial reading of Wilson’s paragraph intentionally
steers the reader away from the first sentence, not
surprisingly the most important of the paragraph.  After
discarding all that is irrelevant, one can focus upon that
which is relevant:

"As there were only four Judges, including
myself, who attended the argument of this cause, I
should have thought it proper to join in the decision."

"Joining in the decision" does not necessarily mean
agreeing with the other Judges.  It is true that Wilson
could write those same words and mean only that he
should come to the same agreement as the others.  But
Wilson's (in)actions prevent this meaning.

Of course Wilson should have "thought it proper"
to join in to give a decision when he was one of "only
four Judges...who attended the argument of this cause"
because the 1789 Judiciary Act required a quorum of four
Judges to hear argument and give opinions on a cause!

If only three Judges gave an opinion, even their
unanimity does not over-ride the minimum quorum
requirements for the Court to act with judicial authority,
to hear the cause or give a ruling.

In this case a 3:1 ruling is much stronger than a 3:0
ruling; the first meets the minimum quorum requirements
and is thus a valid ruling; the second does not and is not.

From this substantial viewpoint, his comment
regarding his ruling as unnecessary is not only incorrect
(if he meant that the other three could act with
sufficient authority), but devastating to the ability of
the Court to act with judicial authority.

Wilson's abstention from giving a judicial ruling
invalidated any authority the Court could possibly have
otherwise had.

Given Wilson's declared sentiments, his actions to
withhold his vote would only be fully consistent his
known obligation to uphold the law (which prevented
supreme Court action).  If the supreme Court exercised
jurisdiction where they had none, they would subject
themselves to impeachment proceedings.

By going through the motions, but failing to meet
the requirements of a quorum, any "opinions" given by
three judges could only possibly be in their individual
capacities, without judicial authority.

Anyone, including supreme Court Justices, can give
"opinions" in their private capacity without repercussion.

That the Court could act in such fashion 23 was made
all the easier by the final move in the case at the circuit
Court level.  When the circuit Court Judges split their
decision, this stopped the procession of the case towards
the supreme Court.
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Hylton, ignoring judicial procedure, entered a
judgment of confession to serve as the foundation for a
writ of error to be tried by the supreme Court, only to
have the added burden later to then prove his innocence.

In the 1796 supreme Court case, Hylton was no
longer the Defendant, but the Plaintiff in Error
(Appellant).  Such confession therefore required
Hylton's attorneys to prove that the Act imposing the
Duty was unconstitutional.  Failure to do so meant that
his admission of guilt would stand.

Hylton's actions of confession countered proper
judicial procedure.  "An Act in addition to the Act,
entitled 'An Act to establish the Judicial Courts of the
United States'" (I Stat 333) provided the proper
procedure for re-hearing a case with divided circuit
Court opinions.  Section 2 is worded:

"That if at any time only one judge of the supreme
court, and the judge of the district shall sit in a circuit
court, and upon the final hearing of a cause, or of a plea
to the jurisdiction of the court, they shall be divided in
opinion, it shall be continued to the succeeding court ;
and if upon the second hearing when a different judge of
the supreme court shall be present, a like division shall
take place, the district judge adhering to his former
opinion, judgment shall be rendered in conformity to the
opinion of the presiding judge."  (Emphasis added, Publisher).

Article III of the Constitution only gives the
supreme Court original jurisdiction to hear cases
affecting "Ambassadors, other public Ministers and
Consuls, and those in which a State shall be Party".

Article III, Section 2, Clause 2 goes on to give the
supreme Court appellate jurisdiction in all other cases
before mentioned according to such exceptions as the
Congress shall make.  Without a "final hearing of a cause"
by the circuit Court, the supreme Court could not have
proper appellate jurisdiction.  A divided circuit Court
ruling does not provide a final disposition of a cause.

The supreme Court could not hear an appeal which
had not been heard with finality.  That Hylton was
allowed to bypass court procedure (confess judgment)
but yet then appeal his voluntary consent of guilt to the
supreme Court must be questioned.

The only proper outcome in Hylton's case, given the
lack of proper supreme Court appellate authority, was
to end with Hylton's final action, an admission of guilt!

Within the 1796 case, Judge Chase candidly
admitted the burden of proof falling now upon Hylton:

"As it was incumbent on the Plaintiff's Council in
Error, so they took great pains to prove, that the tax
on carriages was a direct tax; but they did not satisfy
my mind. I think, at least, it may be doubted; and if I
only doubted, I should affirm the judgment of the
Circuit Court." 24

In attempt to add stronger support, he added:

"But I am inclined to think, that a tax on
carriages is not a direct tax, within the letter, or
meaning, of the Constitution." 

Certainly Judge Chase's words are not ringing
endorsements for the constitutionality of the Duty.

In a stalemate where the Judges disagreed, it would
seem illogical to move forward and expect that a lower
standard in determining guilt (guilty until proven
innocent) would succeed.  That Hylton would offer or
accept such a proposal would seem preposterous (if he
was of sound mind and desired to win his case).

Due to the discussion above, the Hylton case is
certainly not a strong endorsement for the legal
principle that in raising revenue on items of ownership,
Congress may merely make them uniform.

The following list gives the major flaws in Hylton v.
U.S., any one of which fundamentally undermines the
ability of the Court to act, in approximate descending
order of importance:

*  Lack of jurisdiction to hear the cause (insufficient
actual value in controversy for original or even
appellate jurisdiction at the circuit Court, and, at the
supreme Court, insufficient actual or stipulated value).

*  Failure of supreme Court to meet minimum
quorum requirements.

*  No final judgment from circuit Court below.

*  Hylton confesses judgment, but then appeals that
to which he agreed.
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23.  By appearing to give judicial opinions without actually doing
so, they would likely succeed at a number of possible intentions.
The first is to support government revenue they would otherwise
have trouble supporting.  Consistent with this is the ambiguous
language of their opinions.

The second possible intention would be testing the waters of
judicial review, especially where they first agreed with Congress
against widespread opposition.  There is no clause in the
Constitution giving to judges the (sole) authority of deciding upon
the constitutionality of an Act of Congress.  Thus, their first attempt
is likely to be more meek than bold.

Oaths require every legislative member and executive or
judicial officer to uphold the Constitution against contrary actions
by every other party.  Therefore, every government official
(including, but not only, the judiciary) or member of Congress is
duty-bound to uphold the Constitution against contrary actions by
every other.

24.  3 U. S. 171, @ 173.

Certainly Judge Chase’s words are not
ringing endorsements for the
constitutionality of the Duty. 



*  Lack of adversarial relationship between parties
(government-paid prosecutor defended Hylton).

*  False stipulations of fact.

Almost no part of the Hylton v. U. S.  case could
be considered proper judicial protocol.  In a
chronological order of “errors”:

*  Action of debt begins at the circuit Court level
because the stipulated value in controversy ($2,000)
is over the $500+ minimum threshold level for
original congnizance (actual value is only $16).

*  The two Judges hearing the case give opposing
opinions and thus conveniently fail to issue any
binding judicial opinion (where they lack jurisdiction).

*  Judicial procedure requires a final disposition of a
case prior to appeal, dictating that the argument be
continued to a succeeding circuit Court with a
different supreme Court Judge. Bypassing this,
Hylton admits guilt and files a writ of error to appeal
his own admission of guilt to the supreme Court.

*  At the supreme Court, two of the six Justices do
not hear argument. Out of the remaining four, the
one who had already heard the case at the circuit
Court level refuses to give a judicial opinion, failing
to meet minimum quorum numbers.

With the obvious lack of judicial authority, Justice
Iredell’s summation (with added emphasis) of the
position of the Court makes perfect sense:

“It is sufficient, on the present occasion, for
the court to be satisfied, that this is not a direct
tax contemplated by the Constitution, in order to
affirm the present judgment ; since, if it cannot be
apportioned, it must necessarily be uniform.” 25

The whole case smells of a set up from the beginning.
It is not by coincidence that the circuit Court Judges
gave opposing opinions and that the proper procedure
of continuation to the succeeding Court did not occur;
nor that the supreme Court Judges failed to reach the
necessary quorum numbers.  No Official action thus
occurred.  Giving legal opinions without having
jurisdiction could well lead to impeachment. The only
legally-significant events of this case were that Hylton
was charged with failure to enter his carriage(s) and that
he plead guilty, paying the Duty and penalty of $16.

The boldness and audacity which government
officials act in a manner unbecoming of their official
duty always astounds this publisher.  Government is
nothing if not a meticulous record-keeper.  It is simply
amazing that even officials knowing that their actions or
even their thoughts will be cross-referenced for a
millennia will still act in such an inappropriate manner.

Ignoring even the other faults of this "trial", that
Justice Samuel Chase could write a supreme Court
opinion with such imprecision "I think, at least, it may
be doubted; and if I only doubted, I should affirm…
But I am inclined to think…", showed what little regard
he must had had for himself and for the Constitution.

Samuel Chase was originally an anti-federalist and
an early supporter of liberty.  He signed the Declaration
of Independence as a Delegate from Maryland.

Chase lost a fair amount of his reputation in 1778
when he attempted, as a member of Congress, to corner
the market on flour.  That he was attempting to increase
his wealth, at the expense of the poorly-fed and poorly-
clothed American troops and at the time when Congress
was attempting to buy them flour was understandably
ill-received.

Attempting to re-capture his credibility, he switched
course to be a rabid supporter of the government then
in power, the Federalists who supported a strong,
central government.

While his actions seeking a comeback may be
understandable, that Commander-in-Chief Washington
would later nominate Chase to the supreme Court is
less so.  That Washington would nominate an individual
who sought to take undue advantage of Washington
and his rag-tag army and militia who were fighting
against such great odds shows a level of forgiveness not
often seen.

Chase was approved by the Senate and received his
commission on January 27, 1796; he took his judicial
oath on February 4, 1796, immediately before the
Hylton case.

Samuel Chase is best known as the only supreme
Court Justice to be impeached by the House of
Representatives.  Among the charges later preferred
against Chase were his blatant disregard for the rights of
Citizens and juries and ignoring just rules of
appropriate court behavior in an impartial manner.

The First Article of Impeachment against him
stated, in part:

"That, unmindful of the solemn duties of his
office, and contrary to the sacred obligation by which
he stood bound to discharge them 'faithfully and
impartially, and without respect to persons,' the said
Samuel Chase…did, in his judicial capacity, conduct
himself in a manner highly arbitrary, oppressive, and
unjust, viz:

"1. In delivering an opinion, in writing, on the
question of law, on the construction of which the
defence of the accused materially depended,
tending to prejudice the minds of the jury against the
case of the said John Fries, the prisoner, before
counsel had been heard in his defence...
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"3. In debarring the prisoner from his constitutional
privilege of addressing the jury (through his counsel)
on the law, as well as the fact, which was to determine
his guilt, or innocence, and at the same time
endeavoring to wrest from the jury their indisputable
right to hear argument, and determine upon the
question of law, as well as the question of fact, involved
in the verdict which they were required to give.

"In consequence of which irregular conduct of the
said Samuel Chase, as dangerous to our liberties as
it is novel to our laws and usages, the said John Fries
was deprived of the right secured to him by the
eighth* article amendatory of the constitution, and
was condemned to death without having been heard,
by counsel, in his defence, to the disgrace of the
character of the American bench, in manifest violation
of law and justice, and in open contempt of the rights
of juries, on which, ultimately, rest the liberty and
safety of the American people." 26 (*Publisher's note; sixth
ratified Amendment)

John Fries, of Pennsylvania, revolted against the
direct Tax of 1798.  Using force against government
agents, Fries was tried for Treason as "waging war on the
United States".  Judge Chase directed the jury hearing his
case (before Fries' attorneys had even spoken) that the
Court held as a matter of law that using force against
government officials met the constitutional definition of
Treason.

The attorneys for Fries, William Lewis and
Alexander J. Dallas, attempted to defend Fries against
Chase's arbitrary and capricious manner.  When Chase
essentially blocked their every attempt at Fries' defense or
the jury's ability to decide the law, they gave up the
charade that they could properly defend him.  They quit
Fries' defense and recommended that Fries not get any
other counsel due to its utter futility.

Fries, convicted of Treason, was sentenced to be
hanged; but before this could be accomplished, he was
pardoned by President Adams.

On Friday, December 4, 1804, the Impeachment
process began in the Senate with Vice President Aaron
Burr presiding.  Luckily for Chase, and contrary to what
was said of him, Burr kept the proceedings against Chase
impartial (if not favoring the accused, as is proper for
Courts to do to protect the accused's innocence until
they are proven guilty).

John Randolph was the Chairman of the Managers
for the House of Representatives trying Chase in the
Senate on eight Articles of Impeachment.

Judge Chase answered each of the Articles of
Impeachment during his Senate Impeachment trial.  The
House, by a 77 to 34 vote, stated, in regards to Chase's
answer:

"That the said Samuel Chase hath endeavored to
cover the high crimes and misdemeanors laid to his
charge, by evasive insinuations and misrepresentation
of facts; that the said answer does give a gloss and
coloring utterly false and untrue, to the various
criminal matters contained in the said Articles; that
the said Samuel Chase did, in fact, commit the
numerous acts of oppression, persecution, and
injustice, of which he stands accused; and the House
of Representatives, in full confidence of the truth and
justice of their accusation, and of the necessity of
bringing the said Samuel Chase to a speedy and
exemplary punishment, and not doubting that the
Senate will use all becoming diligence to do justice to
the proceedings of the House of Representatives, and
to vindicate the honor of the nation, do aver their
charge against the said Samuel Chase to be true." 27

That an early supreme Court Judge was impeached
by the House, in part, for his attempt to deprive the jury
of their "indisputable right to hear argument, and
determine upon the question of law" shows an early
attempt to keep the Court properly limited.  That the
first Justice to be impeached was not convicted has let
those of the Court who followed later understand that
their independence, and not that of Citizens, has reigned
supreme (maybe this is why the supreme Court is today
written Supreme Court).

Samuel Chase received a majority vote on three of
the Articles of Impeachment (the largest being 19:16).
None of the Articles reached the two-thirds requirement
of Article I, Section 3, Clause 6 for conviction and
removal from office, however.  Chase remained on the
supreme Court bench until his death on June 19, 1811.

That no other supreme Court Justices have even
been impeached (let alone convicted), given the glaring
disparity between the words of the Constitution and the
actions of government, unfortunately shows that the
words of Article III, Section 1 of the Constitution that
"The Judges…shall hold their Offices during good
Behaviour" ring hollow.
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